Senior Bronze - Cha Cha
Bronze 3 has showy steps and we perfect style and technique to the easy steps.
Video clips of these steps are free for all 5th Avenue Dance Students
Non students of 5th Avenue Dance, video clips of these steps come with any technique
video purchased.

6

Parallel Breaks

7a

Back Spot Turn to Break Endings

7b

Back Spot Turn to Natural Roll Turn

7c

Back Spot Turn to Reverse Underarm

8

Cross Over and Break

Learn at home - $40 per technique video
Each video comes with a Live online review and correction, or in studio check and correction
These points are the points your teacher is or will work on. If you are not sure, what you
need or what you are ready for, please ask your teacher.
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Cross Over & Break (video B3CCa)
See first:
Cha Cha Social Ease - Feet Placement and Timing
Cha Cha Social Ease - Frame for Crossovers and 5th Position Breaks
Cha Cha Preliminary Bronze - Accents - Size and Timing
Cha Cha Preliminary Bronze - Partnership on Double Cross Overs
Cha Cha Preliminary Bronze - Progressive Basic Footwork

This video shows the breakdown of a very tricky step, to bite size pieces that when put
together make for a showy step that is actually not hard to do.
Importantly not just here, essentially here, the See First list: are very important.

Fake Steps video (B3CCb)
This video shows how to in any dance – move from the natural Opposite Foot to your
Partner to the same foot as your partner. This becomes important in every dance and allows
you to dance in a Parallel or Shadow Position
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